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Prophetic ministry is allocated  
According to the wisdom of God  

(A short discussion) 

There is nothing unusual in that statement. As 1 Corinthians 12 states, it is a matter of divine 
prerogative. It is also appropriate that the only one who can see the whole picture should be the 
one that allocates the ministry positions.  

Then there is the Scripture always used in sermons about prophetic calling and authority. 

(Jer 1:5) "Before I formed you in the womb I knew (chose) you, before you were born I set you 
apart; I appointed you as a prophet to the nations." 

Nobody is a prophet to the world. No matter how good they are, or think they are, there are 
boundaries. What we do may affect the world in some way but that is not the same thing. What 
do I mean by that? Jeremiah was a prophet firstly to his own people (nation), and secondly to the 
surrounding nations. He had a few pronouncements for other nations, but most of his ministry 
was to his own nation. While he was alive it is unlikely that those other nations took much notice 
of him. Perhaps the real reason he is a prophet to the nations is because he is a major prophet in 
the Bible - read by many nations throughout history.  

  

How Many International Prophets?  

You may think I am just trying to split hairs, but there is an important point here. Illusions of grand 
self importance are usually just that. If I had to guess, I would say that many (far too many) 
thousands of people around the world (and currently alive) have taken that Jeremiah verse and 
used it as personal confirmation of their prophetic ministry. However, there is a way of checking 
back into some sense of global reality.  

For a start, there are only about a 190 nations on earth and there is a limit as to how many 
national prophets any nation needs. I cannot see any reason why you would need more than six 
for particularly troublesome nations. Very large nations may need many more, but some nations 
would only need one, and a few may actually have none at all. Of course it may be that you 
thought there were only a handful of prophets throughout the whole world. There may be an 
argument that allows for 'prophetic times and seasons' - that is, some long ministry breaks, 
periods of learning something new, and gaps where people are changing focus or even changing 
nations, but very few genuine international prophets is likely to drop out permanently. 



My old car mechanic used to say, ‘the proof of the pudding is in the eating; let me know how it 
goes!’ I just wanted to know if he had found the problem and it was ready to go, but he was a 
wise man, and preferred me to discover that for myself. Discovering your ministry calling does not 
guarantee you can make it work! Some are enthusiastic but simply mistaken, some lose their 
focus and end up local prophets, and others get lost along the way and end up doing nothing 
prophetic. The pressures of life take their toll on everyone. The extremely long apprenticeship 
period of any national or international prophet can take up to thirty years from your first simple 
prophesy, and is so long that many will give up or be squashed along the way. 

There are very few Major Prophets in any period of history, and most that announce themselves, 
are probably not major; they may not even be minor, God alone knows for sure. The only thing for 
certain is that outward appearances of show, style, and popularity are totally deceptive when it 
comes to the actual volume and effect of work done. Prophets do not need an audience to be 
dramatically effective. There are a number of prophets that wield considerable authority in the 
world. The nature of this authority varies enormously. In the end it's only God's choice and God’s 
enabling that matters.  

Personally I am far more impressed by those that prefer to stay in the background, even though 
they receive sensitive information, and pass on or act on revelations, or do great exploits no one 
else knows about, that are sometimes verified later by news reports. In their humility they have 
learnt to trust God for small things without taking the credit; and now have been entrusted with 
large matters; God is pleased because they still refuse to take the credit – the only reward they 
ask is to do even more, be more powerful, be more effective, and even less noticed. They have 
come to understand that to develop and maintain a truly powerful cutting edge ministry you need 
to constantly leave your ambition, pride, friends, church, prejudices, money, possessions 
and whatever else outside the door when you pray. This may have been said before but it is 
one of the hardest lessons of life, because it seems you have to keep learning it day after day 
after day, otherwise all those things previously mentioned things that seem so urgent just slip 
back in and twist your motivations. This list of worthy distractions promotes itself, and most of the 
time it is self orientated and self consuming. The true purity of religion is not consumed by the 
size of the sacrifice itself, or the size of the reward because these things are of no value to God, 
no value for achieving real prophetic action/results, and no value to us in the next life. 

  

How are these Prophets Allocated?  

For those that like to think in terms of numbers and organization, I will share what I sense. This 
may be just speculation, but I think I have the general flow of God here. Speaking internationally, 
God uses national boundaries and people groups like map references because we are aware of 
them and can look them up. With these as the basic co-ordinates God places his chosen (flawed 
but willing and still learning) prophets in training that have graduated from (or sometimes even 
been rejected from) a local scene. Because I am mostly talking 'international' here not national 
they do not need to speak the language or have an intimate understanding of the culture and 
various cities in the beginning. They do not have to live in the country, though all will want to visit. 
A general cultural understanding will of course become essential and over time some specific 
operational detail will be built up, but to begin with it is not an issue – God can tailor the work to 
our initial limitations.  

  

 



Timing and Responsibility 

God will allocate a region (or regions) to people for a period of time, whether that is for a few 
weeks or many decades. Each person will have to develop a certain set of skills as required. It 
may only require a few international prophets to a region/country. The numbers per area will 
depend on the variety of work to be done and the "amount of clout" that each have. From time to 
time we should expect God will allocate specialists to do one off tasks. The overall senior prophet 
of an area may not be directly informed of this or even know how many others are involved, but 
will hopefully have a sense of what is going on, and be aware when some intervention has 
happened. At this point many reading this will think I am just making it up or had too many magic 
mushrooms – well you can think what you like, it doesn’t bother me. I am writing this for those 
genuinely seeking understanding. All I can do is offer some informed wisdom on this subject. 

Please note that I am not talking about the work of the intercessor. They have an important part 
to play, and though I believe their structure may mirror that of the prophet in many ways, their role 
is a little different. 

Those responsible for nations are spiritually aware of many (though of course not all) trends, 
issues, and events that happen before they reach the newspaper. Like Jeremiah they may be 
ignored, but this does not diminish their authority. In fact the nation(s) they are responsible for 
may not even know they exist. As previously stated spiritual authority is not measured by public 
status, or notoriety. If it is measured at all, it is measured by God alone. For what it matters, the 
principalities and powers of the region are fully aware that we exist, and every time we intervene, 
they feel the full force of it because we interfere with their long term plans. 
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